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Abstract
Working nonstop? Not sleeping enough? Feeling
alone in your deadlines? Are you struggling with
work-life balance?
Know that you are not alone. Since the covid-19
pandemic began reports of loneliness, mental
health issues, and burnout have increased.
It’s quite possible that you are opting-in to an
individualistic culture of overwork. If you go
to RISD that's almost certain. This is true for
students and teachers alike.

While these current systems work for some
(primarily those at the tops of their respected
hierarchies), for the majority of us there are better
ways of being. Providing social and emotional
support and creating space for collaboration
leads to stronger work with less stress. In this
great reshuffling era, over half the workforce is
considering a career change. For many of us
there are options other than simply opting out.
We have agency.
Focusing specifically on the RISD MID (Master
of Industrial Design) program, this thesis is an
investigation into building resilient cultures
of collective care in pressurized workplaces.
Such culture change can be achieved through
sustained incremental middle out interventions.
To better understand the challenges in MID, my
process involved deepening my relationships
with my community. I then designed and tested
participatory artifacts and social events aimed
at promoting an engaged pedagogy, increasing
collaboration, and improving information opacity.
Also, I tried to have a little fun with my
community (and this book) along the way.
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While every work environment has its own
specific context, many work cultures face similar
challenges. The aims, avenues, tools, and social
events in this thesis have applicability beyond the
context of RISD.

I tried to get my students to
organize against the school.
It was my second-week teaching Digital Media
at Landry High. Students were bummed that
summer was over. Bummed to be back in school.
And bummed about a new shoe policy. The
school required a uniform and shoes were the
last bit of personal expression. Now students
were required to buy a specific black sneaker. In
their eyes, they had very little agency. They were
teenagers. They've been told what to do their
whole lives. In my mind, they had a lot of agency.
Their school seemed like the perfect place to
enact change.

Growing
Cultures

For the next few weeks, 60 minutes of the class
time was ours, for Photoshop, and 30 minutes
was theirs, devoted to organizing. I did my best
to facilitate. They named themselves, kvetched
about school, listed things they want to change,
and developed an action plan. They drafted a
petition and started collecting signatures. We
were bonding. I had my own agenda. In the event
that the administration didn’t give the students
a seat at the table, I figured we could spend
the semester developing protest posters and
media campaigns. They set a goal of collecting
300 signatures for their petition. But two weeks
into the endeavor interest fizzled and their
organizational efforts died.

At this point the classroom culture was strong,
I had found a groove as a teacher and we were
doing good work together. Critiques were a
highlight. During crits, students took ownership
of their effort and work, even when projects were
half-assed. As a class, we talked about what
was working, what wasn’t working and why. We
were learning how to be in dialogue and be in
community.

Out of the 16 students in my class, only two
passed. A few students were really, really
close. When my program director asked me
about my availability for next semester she
told me that of the 4 charter schools Landry
had performed the worst and developed the
best culture.

Halfway through the class, I had to switch gears
and teach towards a test. The metric the state
used to gauge fluency on the subject matter was
a professional Photoshop accreditation test. A
test that I barely managed to pass with 10 years
of Photoshop experience. With a “need” to learn
the difference between 8, 16, and 32-bit channels,
the face-swapping projects and photo contests
took a back seat. No more silk-screening in class.
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The students were studying for a test they
were likely going to fail. I tried to set reasonable
expectations. I told them to do their best and
that the standards were unfair. After my student
G failed his test for a second time he came up
to me and said that he really wanted to pass
because he thought that my job depended on it.

I wonder how my
students remember me?
None of us remember the
hierarchy of file size.

The first project in my RISD
Masters of Industrial Design
program was designed to keep
the cohort up all night.
We had just 15 hours to create 25 sketch models.
Apart from the bonding experience, I struggled to
see a point. I was now choosing to go to a place
where I have little agency. I didn’t try to organize
my cohort against the school, but I did ask
my professors about the point of the exercise.
Eventually, I turned my attention towards
examining RISD’s culture.
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RISD’s reputation is built on rigor. Heavy
workloads compliment the students'
determination to get “the most '' out of their
education. While productive stress creates
growth, unproductive stress leads to tears and
breaks. Wildly talented students and teachers
are operating at capacity, toeing the burnout line,
nearing their allostatic load. So often, students
and teachers are running on minimal sleep, not
producing their best work, battling time, and
vocalizing their frustrations. Lack of bandwidth
prevent us from taking the initiative to alleviate
unnecessary stressors.

“We learn as children to swallow our
tears and any other inconvenient
emotions, and as adults that translates
into working through red flags, value
differences, pain, and exhaustion.”
- adrienne maree brown
We are all at capacity and opting into a culture
of unproductive stress. The students are paying
for an experience, and the majority of the
professors are adjunct. Challenging the status
quo and creating cultural change isn't in the job
description. So, who's job is it to create systems
of support and influence culture? Where does
the responsibility lie?
To complicate things, how do our efforts last?
The student life cycle is short and so is the
institutional memory. Graduate students only
overlap with students a year above and below.
How can future generations build off of the
experiences of their predecessors?

The truth is that RISD isn’t special.

The problems that exisit at RISD are prevelant in
many work cultures and environments.
We are in the middle of the great reshuffling.
Since the pandemic, loneliness, mental health
issues, and burnout have increased. Over 24
million Americans left their jobs between April
and September of 2021. Record setting numbers.
The pandemic has shakin’ things up. New
functioning ways of working have been adopted
by necessity, turning our ideas about productivity
on their heads. It turns out most of us perform
focused work more effectively outside the office.
We’ve had a taste of remote and hybridized work,
and don’t want to return to a strictly in-person
work setting. We want the freedom to choose
how, where, and when we work. We want
more fulfilling roles. And many of us are taking
steps to get there. Over half of the workforce is
considering a career change.
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With the great reshuffling, employers are turning
their attention towards employee engagement
and are thinking hard about what the future
of work looks like. How to create a strong and
supportive work culture when employees are
only in person 2 - 3 days a week. How to share
and access information in a hybridized setting.
How to increase informational transparency. How
to support employees in their professional lives
and personal lives. How to provide emotional
support and increase wellness benefits. How
to not only establish values that reflect their
workforce. But actually practice them as well.

These considerations are critical to employee
engagement and preventing attrition. They help
improve performance, but more importantly
improve employee satisfaction.
There is the cringe-worthy saying in business.
“Collaboration is next to godliness.” Don’t get
me wrong, I love working collaboratively, but
something about the corporate godliness part
feels icky. Collaboration leads to creating new,
better, and more realized ideas. Having multiple
people and perspectives working towards a
goal makes an outcome stronger. In healthy
collaborative relationships, we’re simultaneously
learning from our peers and adding value.
It’s no surprise that companies are increasingly
operating in holacratic work systems instead of
static hierarchies
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While focused work is often better accomplished
outside of the office, collaboration happens
best in person. It’s easier to read a smile under
a KN95 mask than on a Zoom. The same goes
for interpersonal dynamics and other social
cues. In-person interactions help develop the
psychological safety, empathy, and team building
necessary for healthy collaboration.

Increased employee empowerment and
engagement are critical to creating a
purpose driven and innovative culture,
organizational wellbeing is at its root.
- Florence Guiraud, Zach Morgan,
Laura Baird, & Jeff Sharpe

Beyond the elastic shift to hybridized work,
many institutions are in a stage of transition.
They are reconciling their colonial and racial
legacies. Working towards social equity and
inclusion. And focusing on sustainbility and
enviornmental impact. 3 major topics that are
long overdue and all deserve their own books.

Over winter break this year, I went home to
New Orleans. My intention was to focus on my
thesis work - read a lot, write a formal analysis
from 24 interviews I conducted, and create a
personal website. A few days after arriving home,
a friend, Sarah Ball, asked me to help throw her
bachelorette party.
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Sarah’s future wife is Colombian, so naturally,
Sarah wanted to have a joint ‘Sluts vs Aliens’themed bachelotteo. I got a bunch of Sarah’s
close friends together for a planning session.
None of us had been to a bachelorette party
before, so we started googling, I mean, ideating.
We then listed out party elements.

Ø
Ø

12’ Same Penis forever banner

Ø

The drag performance skit about Sarah leaving
her job at Catholic Charities (the bachelorette
party coincided with her last day of work)

Ø

Lewd T-Shirts making fun of Morris Bart - a
famous New Orleans attorney specializing in
personal injury lawsuits

Ø

A trailer converted into a bamboo chariot to tow
the brides to be from place to place as the party
parades behind them

Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø

Spatials - An alien spa

The flyers that say send nudes to (843)
860 -7415. The winner of sluts vs aliens was
whoever got more nudes sent to Sarah’s phone

Jell-o shots inside of hollowed-out eggs
Bedazzled jean jackets
Confetti cannons
And sand-casted aluminum coins (no idea why)

A Pinterest perfect bachelorette party.
All of us were in school or working full time.
Two were working 12 hour days. One has two
children, 6 and 8 years old. We all expressed that
we had limited time to commit. Just like all my
thesis goals, I figured we’d be in good shape if
we accomplished 1/3rd of our ideas.
We were doing something so silly and yet so
important. Putting in time after work most
nights to create magic and to celebrate our love
for a friend in a ridiculous way. We ended up
accomplishing everything, apart from the confetti
cannons, due to a pressure issue. We created an
unforgettable night for Sarah and Natalia Ball.
Two days later I was at the airport when the
bachelorette group chat blew up again. The
group wanted to make a commemorative resin
toilet seat for the newlyweds. We just needed
to create miniatures of all the party elements.
I told them I was heading back to school, that
I couldn’t partake, and sent words of love and
encouragement.
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“I have increased my practices of
collaboration and storytelling as
ways to share analysis, engaging and
facilitating deep small transformations
that pick up and echo each other
towards a tipping point, organizing
based in love and care rather than
burnout and competition.”
- adrienne maree brown
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Our capacity and motivation is so much greater
when organizing in love and care. Especially
when those efforts are social and collaborative.
They are as enduring as resin toilet seat following
an already labor intensive bachelorette party. Can
organizing based in love and care have a place
in our schools and workplaces? Would that have
been the difference in keeping the organizational
efforts of my Landry students alive? I know first
hand that organizing isn’t easy. That collaboration
isn’t easy. That creating lasting change isn’t easy.
And that the systems we operate in are nuanced
and complex. But that shouldn’t stop us from
building cultures of support, being in dialogue,
and having a little fun along the way.

My work focuses on examining the roles
of space, tools, archives, and rituals in
promoting enduring middle-out cultures
of support. Ways to improve the access,
clarity, and transparency of information.
To promote collaboration. To create
channels of safe, open, and honest
communication between teachers
and students. To address unnecessary
stressors and promote psychological
health. To collectively prioritize our
growth and wellbeing. To produce better
work together. And like my students at
Landry, to take ownership of our work
and efforts, even when projects are halfassed.

Although it can be challenging,
it’s possible, even in constrained
professional situations, to create
moments of freedom and inspiration.
- Liz Fosslien & Molly West Duffy

I believe that it’s possible for us to
alter RISD’s value system through
horizontal interventions grounded
in collective care.
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“ Stressors disrupt your body's internal
state; your stress response is your
body’s attempt to return to normal. To
rapidly transport nutrients and oxygen
to your muscles, your blood pressure
and your heart and respiration rate all
spike. At the same time, any processes
that are less important in the short
term - such as digestion, growth, and
reproduction - slow down. “

Making: The
Stress Case

- Liz Fosslien & Molly West Duffy

I took a 10 year gap between
undergrad and grad school,
in which I completely forgot
that I struggled in academia...
Whoops.

Outside of RISD, my practice is highly
collaborative, rooted in bottom up DIY cultures.
One that prioritizes social and emotional support
and collective wellbeing. I’m inspired and
influenced by my chosen home, New Orleans
and its amazing cultures of celebration and
community resilience. In school, it’s difficult for
me to explore my individual interests, when my
interests are working collaboratively. Add the
pressure of a 2.5 year investment of time and
money. Plus a global pandemic.
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Violá, stress case.

This thesis is a product of my
values being at odds with those
systematically practiced at RISD.
You know... the individualistic culture of overwork
I was talking about some pages back. How RISD
on an institutional level fails to prioritize social
and emotional support.
A CAPS (Counseling and Psychological
Services) employee told me they were seriously
questioning the sustainability of RISD’s culture of
overwork. Especially given the added stressors
of the COVID-19 pandemic. Beyond supporting
students, CAPS feels it has little agency to
influence the school’s culture. They are on the
lower end of the school’s hierarchy and don’t feel
they have much of a voice.
Like the teaching staff, CAPS is understaffed and
overworked. I had the best short term counselor
through CAPS my 1st year, their name was Ally.
My roommate also had an amazing counselor,
Ally. 3 students in my cohort also saw someone
from CAPS. All Ally. And these are just people I
know.
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My entire cohort
experiences unhealthy
levels of stress.

During the first semester of the thesis year, my
classmate Vrinda ran a beautiful stress related
exercise with the class. She asked our cohort to
write down our most stressful moments in the
past month and put them in a bowl. Personally
I would have cut the stress talk, by asking for
a few moments of joy. She then read out each
entry to the class. She created a cathartic outlet
that normalized stress in a classroom setting.
Amazing. She unified the class, affirming we are
not alone in our stress. To me and a few other
classmates the weight of our collective stress
was too much. We were brought to tears. I was
overwhelmed, wondering

Why are we willingly subjecting
ourselves to these levels?

Sharing insights from
24 interviews I conducted within
the MID (Master's of Industrial
Design) community in fall of ‘21.
These conversations provided
me with a sense of purpose
and brought me joy during an
anxiety producing thesis research
semester. They helped me build
stronger connections to my peers
and a better understanding of the
program structure.

ChitChat

“We understand that the strength of
our movement is in the strength of
our relationships, which could only be
measured by their depth. Scaling up
would mean going deeper, being more
vulnerable and more empathetic.”

e maree brown
S h a-radrienne
B o aforrmedto conduct
The impetus
interviews was heavily inspired
by this quote.

I wanted to get to know the fellow members of
my Master’s of Industrial Design community. To
build new relationships and deepen my existing
ones. To understand people’s motivations for
coming to RISD. And to get a sense of their
experience of and attitude towards our program.
A part of me wanted to engage in a little
cathartic co-complaining as well.
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By gaining a deeper understanding of the
structure I hoped to discover: what’s working,
where there is room for improvement, and what
our power is as students and teachers in the
program.

Who I interviewed
(4)
(9)
(11)

1st Years
2nd Years
Teachers

Interview Questions
What brought you to RISD? *
Where do feel most connected in our program?
Where do you feel most disconnected in our
program?
Is there was a way to apply where they felt most
connected to where they felt most disconnected? **

Thanks Teach

Any ideas about how to feel more connected in our
program?

The teachers were more responsive than the
students to my interview requests. Nearly every
teacher made time to speak with me. 2 teachers
declined. 1 teacher referred me to other people to
talk with. 1 Teacher did not respond.

* This question helped me get to know the
interviewee, provided context, and established a
relationship.
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** Often areas of connection had little applicability to
areas of disconnection, so I ended up rarely asking
this question

Format and Tone Setting

Findings

The interviews were informal 30 minute
conversations. While I had specific questions, the
interviews themselves were free from. I wanted
to keep this casual in nature. Not every question
was asked during each interview. The questions
were conversation dependent. I did my best to
explain my aims and frame the interview as a
casual conversation. During these conversations,
I often shared my own experiences as they
related to the conversation.

Things to keep in mind:

Documentation
My note taking for these interviews was poor
at best. The interviews were non-prescriptive
and the notation style was adaptive. I began
by recording the first few interviews. I felt that
recording seemed to affect the openness of the
interviews, so the majority of the interviews were
not recorded. I remained as present as possible
and wrote notes after each conversation. I
elected to conduct more candid interviews with
fewer documented insights rather than more
restricted recorded interviews.

These are opinions from multiple
perspectives, meaning that there are
some contradictions.
And opinions are not facts.
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Areas of Connection *
Connection to People
Students to Cohort
Many students named their cohort as the
primary point of connection. Their cohort is
who they've spent the most time with and have
the most shared experiences with, including
workload and projects. They are on the same
level within a hierarchy.
Teachers to Students
Some teachers feel most connected to their
students. Students are the community members
that these teachers see most often. Especially
in studio classes that meet 10 hours a week,
teachers get to know students, understand
their interests, processes, and develop working
relationships.
Teachers to Teachers
Some teachers that have longstanding recurring
co-teaching relationships feel most connected
to their co-teachers. Tenure co-faculty are
consistent, they have history.

Connection is the energy that is
created between people when they feel
seen, heard, and valued; when they can
give and receive without judgment.
- Brené Brown

Connection to Practice
Some students and teachers felt most connected
to practice. School is a space with fewer
constraints than the outside world making it
a space of increased creativity and agency.
It’s a space of heightened focus, resulting in a
connection to practice.

Connected to Physical Space
Connection to a physical space is a hybrid of
connection to people and connection to practice.
Interviewees cited hotshops, woodshops and
studios as spaces they felt most connected to.
The hotshop is an excellent example of feeling
tied to practice and people. Working with glass
requires partnerships.
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* Some areas of connection
Not all areas of connection

Connection Aids
Recurring with Agency
Connections occur in places that are habitual
and when individuals have agency. Often
the interaction that occurs the most helps
determine the deepest connection. Having
agency in a space also ties into this. One of
the professors cited committee meetings as a
place for connection. The ability to not only have
agency but to have influence helped them feel
connected.
Small Groups
A professor mentioned their ideal group size was
around 6. Breaking larger classes into smaller
groups allows for more intimate and focused
sessions. Small groups are a nice balance
between individual work and full class crits.
Additional Events and Resources
Community members cited social events such as
Pecha Kucha and department welcome events
as positive resources for connection. Two first
year students mentioned the GPD's new student
office hours as a huge help in their on-boarding
processes.

“The importance of future interactions
can provide a guide to the design
of institutions. To help promote
cooperation among members of an
organization, relationships should be
structured so that there are frequent
and durable interactions among
specific individuals.”

- Robert Axelrod
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Areas of Disconnection *
Disconnection from People
Students to Teachers
There are multiple factors that limit the amount
of out of class time where teachers and students
interact. Teachers don’t have permanent office
space in the grad studios, so they show up for
class and then leave. Some teachers commute
from New York to teach. And Adjuncts have to
set hard boundaries with work due to monetary
compensation. Teachers are incredibly busy and
it's hard to balance extra time with students vs
families. These factors contibute to students
feeling disconnected from studnts.
Teachers to Students
Some longstanding teachers feel disconnected
from students. This doesn’t mean they aren’t
invested in their students. It's just that students
are a rotating cast, while co-teachers are regulars
on the show.

Between Teachers
Beyond staff meetings and co-teaching there
are hardly any unstructured teacher interactions.
Professors feel isolated from one another,
especially with the COVID-19 pandemic. Again,
with professors commuting for work and not
occupying office space in the same location
there is less chance for water cooler moments.
There isn’t an opportunity to share resources,
pedagogy, or helpful tips and tricks. Or just chat.
Between Cohorts
There isn’t a lot of interaction between cohorts.
Though the 1st and 2nd years share a studio, the
studio itself is divided by years. There is a lack of
structured departmental events, and the student
on-boarding doesn’t help build relationships
between years.
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* Some areas of disconnection
not all areas of disconnection

Areas of Disconnection (Cont.)

Disconnection from
RISD as an Institution
RISD's structure creates departmenal siloing.
As a student it’s hard to take classes in
other departments. As a teacher there are
more departmental responsibilities than
interdepartmental opportunities. Adjuncts and
term teachers are siloed from other departments
and sometimes their own.
Between Art and ID
Some students are more interested in the art
side of RISD's ID program, these students
feel disconnected the arts side of RISD as an
institution and the design side of their program.

Disconnection from
the Outside World
RISD’s workload doesn’t leave much time for
extracurricular activities meaning that exterior
relationships can suffer. To make matters more
difficult, it can feel isolating when trying to
explain what you are doing in Industrial Design
school to someone not immediately familiar with
the discipline.
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Barriers to Connection

You can’t spell disconnection
Without disco *

Capacity
Physical Space
ID is one of the largest departments at RISD,
there is a shortage of physical space in the
graduate and undergraduate buildings. There
isn't enough classroom space, desk space, and
break spaces.
Staffing
The department is understaffed in both tenure,
term, and administrative positions. Many of the
adjunct faculty are last minute hires. Adjunct
faculty are often RISD graduate students,
because their familiarity with the system makes
onboaring easier.

Lack of Diversity
While demographically the MID program is
moving beyond the design standard of being
white and male, creating a more diverse program
in the context of perspectives, socioeconomic
backgrounds, races, gender, and ethnicity will
create a stronger, more connected program.

* Whatever that means
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Barriers To Connection (Cont.)

Unproductive Stress
$$$$
Both the students investments in their
education and the amount teachers are getting
compensated create stress.
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Time
RISD’s culture of overwork is known. For
students this translates to a diminished life
beyond school, all nighters, and the missed
opportunity of learning from one another. For
teachers this system requires incredible elasticity.
Teachers are required to switch hats as they
juggle the projects and stress of 3 classfuls of
students.

Lack of Clarity
Teachers' expectations of students, students’
expectations of teachers, and students’
expectations of themselves are often unclear.
At times we spend too much energy identifying
what's being asked of us and hearing about
expectations through word of mouth. This
detracts from the energy actually doing it.
This gets in the way of feeling we are meeting
or exceeding expectations as teachers and
students.

Barriers To Connection (Cont.)

Covid-19
The covid-19 pandemic caused a shift to
hybridized and remote classes. While working
remotely decreases travel time and removes
thie need for centralized shared space, this new
normal is not sustainable long term. It erodes
and reduces the culture created from being in
the same place as your peers. Relationships are
diminished as the moments after meetings or
getting coffee disappear. Inturn the emotional
buy-in is reduced and burnout is increased.
Zoom fatigue is real.

Share
Board

"Feeling connected to and cared for by
other people is a fundamental human
need. Social distancing and isolation
over time will impact wellbeing, and for
many will eliminate the daily informal
interactions that they were used to."

- Beatriz Arantes
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Points of View
Questioning of MID’s structure

School is supposed to suck

A few community members brought into
question the structure of ID’s curriculum. The
thesis consists of a semester of thesis research
followed by a semester of thesis making.
The argument isn’t against this structure, but
highlighting that other potential structures are
equally as valid and perhaps stronger. What
would it like if the semesters were switched?
Or if there were more making oppertunities
in the research semester. Alteratively, RISD ID
could become research driven program, where
students join research groups led by professors.
The curriculum could be more focused on group
work. Its worth an examination.

One of the most memorable conversations I
had was with a returning student. This student
studied ID at RISD as an undergraduate. They
hated, hated, hated school as an undergraduate.
It took them extra time to finish. Then they
elected to return to RISD for a Masters in ID.

De-tangle Re-tangle

I still don’t fully know what to make of this
perspective but it stays with me. As I think about
culture and connection, I keep this student’s
perspective in mind. It helps reinforce that we all
have different experiences and expectations. A
lesson that's both obvious and profound.
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This curriculum is in need of de-tangling and
re-tangling. Thesis communications and thesis
making classes are at an awkward distance from
one another. The classes are back to back during
a 10-hour day, but the work from one class
doesn’t necessarily support the other. A professor
suggested that these classe should either get
closer in vision or be spaced further apart.

They believe the point of school is that it's
supposed to suck. And that if school sucked less
it would be less valuable. I try to break down
stressors into necessary and unnecessary, but to
them nearly all stressors are productive. I wonder
if this means the suckier the better? At the same
time this student is one of the major supportive
forces in their cohort, a leader of sorts.

Ideas for Creating Connection
a.k.a Not My Pancake
For some reason my friend's parents say not my
pancake instead of not my problem or project.
This saying has stuck. Now I say not my pancake.
There's a freedom in things not being your
pancake. A freedom to make suggestions without
having to implement them. I encouraged the
interviewees to do this. I’ve also included some
suggestions of my own.

Extracurricular

O
O
O
O

Monthly events for ID students

O

Critique owned by students that is held
often, less structured, and optional

O

More celebration

Monthly events for faculty
More speakers / More diverse speakers
Structured low stakes activities
like learning lunches

Curriculum and Pedagogy

O
O
O
O
O
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O

More professionally geared classes
Increased flexibility of curriculum
Targeted design class with
solo > group > solo workflow
Programing for teachers to discuss
pedagogical practices
A department round-table on how to streamline
and better share key dates and information
Improved on-boarding process

Ideas for Creating Connection (Cont.)

Physical space

Ø
O
O
O
O

Lounge
Giant whiteboard calendar
with major deadlines
Information boards
Student jobs and roles display
Celebration board
I have to give / I need board
Risd chat roulette
Suggestion box
(it’s funny because that's what this is)

But how do these suggestions
become our pancakes?
Compiling and sharing idea is just the start. It's
nice to see them all laid out in checklist form. We
get an idea of how easily achievable many of
these idea are.
Moving forward is the tricky part. We need to
determine: Which ideas we want to focus on and
how to turn them into reality? Who is responsible
for what? What are the action plans and barriers
to implementation? What are the outcomes and
how do these suggestions last?
This requires committed community members
taking initiative.
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A honing in on my intervention,
theory of change and proverbial
pancake - informed by community,
professors, and a slew of books.
We can increase collaboration
and promote engaged pedagogy
by creating soical events and
improving information opacity.

Aims &
Avenues

We should:
Increase Collaboration

By taking pressure off individual outcomes we
can shift the paradigm from relationships of
support to ones of collaboration. This creates
more opportunities for community members to
share their skills and resources with one another.
The easiest way for this to happen is a shift in
curriculum, workload, and demand.
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Currently, we help each other when possible, but
our ability to be in community is limited by our
heavy individual workloads. We don’t ask one
another for too much help because we worry
that by asking for help we are asking people to
sacrifice time that they could be spending on
their individual projects. This drives people to
work individually.

I hate the communal norm that assumes an
individual’s workload is their greatest priority. For
me that’s not the case. I could care less about
my work. We learn through helping and being
helped. Working together we make stronger
work, more efficiently. Which means we have
more time to help others.

The idealist in me believes
that a curriculum shift isn’t
actually necessary for increased
collaboration.
That this cooperative culture can happen through
behavioral, cultural and mindset shifts. Mind over
matter. Just de-stress and devote more time to
one another's work, to eachother. But, the idealist
in me is a fool. At the end of the day there are too
many individual deadlines and the letter grades
are attached to your name.

We Should:
Promote Engaged Pedagogy

To engage in dialogue is one of
the simplest ways we can begin as
teachers, scholars, and critical thinkers
to cross boundaries, the barriers that
may or may not be erected by race,
gender, class, professional standing,
and a host of other differences.
- bell hooks

I was introduced to engaged pedagogy when
reading Teaching to Transgress by the late bell
hooks. The book was recommended to me by my
professor Ayako Takase.
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Engaged Pedagogy focuses on creating an
atmosphere of intellectual and spiritual growth
for both teachers and students by prioritizing
social and emotional support in addition to
academic achievement. It’s foundation is the
emotional engagement and well being of the
teacher. The process involves deconstructing
traditional norms between teachers and student
dynamics, including the notion that teachers
should be invulnerable leaders with hard lines
between their professional lives and the rest of
themselves. Instead teachers are invited to bring
their whole selves into the classroom, linking
personal experience with academic material.

Engaged pedagogy starts with dialogue. This
practice incorporates vulnerability into education,
which leads to increased connection, trust, and
engagement. Dialogue creates opportunities
for teachers and students to share life
experiences and emotions, including discomforts.
Conversations around our challenges, fears,
and struggles within academia help normalize
stressors as part of the academic process.

The big challenge for leaders is getting
our heads and hearts around the fact
that we need to cultivate the courage
to be uncomfortable and to teach
the people around us how to accept
discomfort as part of growth
- Brené Brown

Engaged Pedagogy (Cont.)

Teachers have my deepest respect.
Students' expectations of them are high.
Their jobs are time consuming and
emotionally draining. Their work-life
balance can be a real challenge.

What makes or breaks a class is the teacher.
I’m not sure if anyone uses it anymore, but it’s
RateMyProfessor.com, not RateMyDisapline or
RateMyCourse. The teachers I respond best to
are those that incorporate engaged pedagogy
into their practices. Ones that share their own life
experiences. Teachers that consistently dedicate
class time for check ins, creating opportunities for
dialogue, connection, and feedback. These checkins provide space for teachers and students
to discuss their current attitude, altitude, and
feelings; and to clarify current and upcoming
expectations.
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Establishing events for professors focused on
engaged pedagogy is an easy way to promote the
practice. Here professors have the opportunity to
learn from one another’s pedagogical approaches,
sharing tricks and challenges of the trade. Its a
way to srengthen relationships among professors.
This helps create connections and increase
professors' investment in their practices.

We can increase collaboration and
promote engaged pedagogy through:

Social Events

Social events increase the
quantaty and quality of
connections between community
members. More programming
means more interactions with the
community.
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In addition to unstructured events like mixers,
structured events such as Pecha Kucha, open
crits, learning lunches, and workshops can guide
conversations and create additional forms of
feedback. The combination of structured and
unstructured events will increase connection,
foster collaboration, and create dialogue leading
towards a more engaged pedagogy.

Connections within cohorts are strong. This
tracks given that habitual interactions often
determine connection and you spend the
most time with your classmates. But there is
disconnection between class years, between
teachers and students, and amongst teachers.

There aren’t a lot of social events
and rituals in the MID curriculum.
There's one community welcome event near
the beginning of every semester and a few
zoom panels that don’t really afford small talk.
The events that do happen are well attended
indicating that the lack of connection isn’t
a product of lack of interest, rather a lack of
opportunity.
The majority of the conversations during the
welcome events are centered around school.
School is a frame of reference we all share, and
one we’re a little too close too. The vibes in the
beginning are a little awkward, but the mood
lightens as we remember how to exercise our
conversational muscles. The events end with the
feelings of: that was so lovely, and we should do
more of this. So lets do it!

We can increase collaboration and
promote engaged pedagogy through:

Information Opacity *

The goal here is incremental
shifts towards clarifying,
streamlininging, and creating
consistency in how expectations,
information, and feedback are
accessed, given, and shared.

We waste time searching for infomration that
should be easily acciesible. We waste energy
identifying what's being asked of us. This
detracts from the energy spent actually working
towards our goals.
Informational opacity is a big and complicated
bucket. RISD from a systems perspective is
complex making it nearly impossible to have
centralized and consistents flow of information.
It's important to have an adaptive and flexible
curriculum that adjusts to the pace and needs of
the students, which makes managing this flow of
information even trickier.
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* I’ve gotten confused about what is transparent
and what is opaque with information. But I know
which one I'm advocating for. It's the one where
the information itself is opaque and accessible
and the file cabinets, doors, and share settings are
transparent, unlocked, and organized.

Information Opacity (Cont.)

Clairifying Expectations
Understanding expectations enables us to
prepare for success.
Course Work
Students short circuit when the same
assignment exists in different places (email,
google classroom, canvas, etc) with different
descriptions. They lose track of emails and
assignments when teachers flip flop between
how information is shared. They end up scouring
platforms in search of assignments so that they
can meet expectations. When it comes to course
work, it’s safe to say my cohort would be lost
without our group chat and collective resourcing.
As long as the assignments are clear and
in writing it really doesn’t matter how one
disseminates the information: canvas, email,
hand out, carrier pigeon. Consistency is key, pick
one form of contact and stick to it. Introduce the
assignments early and remind appropriately.
Try to develop a rhythm, especially with weekly
assignments. Check in during class time to make
sure the assignments are clear.
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Interpersonal
Meaning our expectations of one another
as teachers, students, and classmates. It’s
more than just teachers expecting students
to complete the work. These dynamics are
complicated and often unclear if unvocalized.
The idea that you aren’t living up to these
interpersonal expectations can easily lead to

being hard on oneself and the feeling that you
aren’t living up to your own expectations. This
is a fast track to disengagement. Interpersonal
expectations require intentional time, dialogue,
and feedback. This might mean going the extra
mile to have uncomfortable conversations when
your own expectations aren’t met, as long as you
feel safe doing this.
Outcomes
There are few people that I’d blindly get into a
car with without knowing where I was going
first. Sure things aren’t set in stone, we aren’t
fortune tellers, and sometimes teaching is
improvisational jazz. Regardless, we need to put
effort towards setting expectations for possible
outcomes, including the undesirable ones like
stress, uncertainty, and overwork. This is done
through carving out time in classes and creating
dialogue. Understanding what's to come gives us
the opportunity to prepare and helps us manage
expectations. Posting a run of shows before
every class is an effective way for teachers to
prime expectations of their students.

"The simple and honest process of
letting people know that discomfort
is normal, it’s going to happen, why
it happens, and why it’s important,
reduces anxiety, fear and shame."
- Brené Brown

Information Opacity (Cont.)

Improving Access to Information

Additional Forms of Feedback

Institutional History
Currently the strength of our community is
primarily limited to the people in our immediate
surroundings. Students spend 2 to 5 years at
RISD and over 70% of teachers are adjunct.
As students and teachers cycle through RISD
programs, little is gained from their experiences
from a long term community standpoint. Current
legacies are: a thesis book, course feedback,
and the memories of long term faculty and staff.
Last minute hires are working off prestablished
curriculum without necessary context. Students
are often doing similar work as alumni without
building off their bodies of work. Archiving and
improving access to RISD’s histories will allow us
to build off of foundations, and connect past and
present community members.

The primary forms of feedback at RISD are
summative written evaluations. Teachers write
final grade narratives for each student. And
students fill out optional course evaluations. This
all takes place during finals, the busiest time of
the semester. And often teachers don’t receive
feedback from their students unless they set
aside class time for their students to fill out the
evaluations. Only requiring summative feedback
doesn’t allow students or teachers to make
course corrections.
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Interpersonal Information
Let's make clear what people are working on
and what our individual skill sets and resources
are. And what our availability to help is. RISD ID
brings together a diverse community with a wide
range of skills. More often than not someone
close by can help you solve problems whether it
be graphic design, programming, story framing,
or what adhesive use. If we know who to ask for
help we can spend a little less time trying to fix
a stupid a Arduino coding error on our own. The
right person will gladly help you. Because feeling
helpful is euphoric.

We should create opportunities for different types
of formative feedback throughout the semester.
This will help teachers and students clarify
expectations and make real time adjustments.
The opportunity to give feedback will provide
students with an increased sense of agency.
Creating space after major projects and building
in mid semester reviews are an easy way to do
this. In addition to the written feedback, creating
oppertunities for one on one and classwide
conversations will create richer feedback.

Two participation driven arftifacts
designed to promote my aims and
avenues
Experience Hubs and Share Boards

Making:
Artifacts

Artifcats that are
Participation Driven

Design Considerations
The artifacts I created are participation driven
platforms which provide a structure that guides
engagement rather than determines outcomes.
They are primarily geared towards increasing
interpersonal information opacity and community
resourcing, by providing opportunities for
community members to share information and
learn about one another. These artifacts hold,
display, and archive community imput.
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Artifacts matter because they are a
part of and considered reflections of
aspirational and lived culture. Once
these exist, they are a commentary on
the organization’s culture, reinforcing
the building blocks for what’s to come.
-Karen Jaw-Madson

I’m drawn to the physical. When objects are
physical there is a constant reminder that they
exist. You might forget about an evite as it gets
buried under emails, but you don’t forget about
the save the date postcard on the fridge.
I imagine you treat a faberge egg with more care
than a sillyputty egg. I put care into the design
and fabrication of the objects to encourage
respectful and meaningful interactions. I installed
the artifacts in common spaces allowing
asynchronous participation from the entire
community. These artifacts are designed to
invite the viewer in, allow them to easily view
information, and encourage them to share. I
incorporated moments of discovery and play,
adding to the user experience. Taking into
consideration the changing needs of transient
communities, I built artifacts that can be reset,
readjusted, and reused.

Making:
The Experience Hub is an open
ended and open source filing
system that catalogs community
input.
Think of it as file cabinet turned inside out.
Community members create subject tabs for
whatever they want and add content to existing
tabs. Its aim was to provide an outlet that
addresses discomforts, promotes empathy,
human connection, and celebrates community.
And to create another area for feedback and an
institutional history.

Experience Hubs

Its design is an adaptation
of a Rolodex.

As a child I loved playing with
my mom’s Rolodex. Spinning its
dial, watching countless cards
flip over one another, evoked an
excited sense of discovery. I’m
still a sucker for elegant simple
mechanisms.
Designing with nostalgia, I hoped
to elicit a similar response in the
hub's user experience.
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This is what they look like
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Undergraduate
ID Studio

and where I put them.

RISD
Library

Graduate
ID Studio

This is how I intended the
pages to be organized: entries
addressing subject headers.
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I imagined an object that was well
organized and cared for, where
community members add entries
that share resources, insights, and
experiences.

There were moments of my
ideal intended use.
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Mainly centered around food.

In the undergraduate
studios the hub
became a bathroom
wall in the round.
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I primed the hub in
the library asking for
quotes. There were 16
entires. All quotes.
No additional section
headders were added
to this hub.
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The hub at
the grad studio
didn't grow much.

Hub Reflection
The Hubs led me to question ideal levels of
prompting. A more targeted and more simple
asks would likely lead to more community input.
The hub format is too vague and the ask is too
much of the participant.
The library received the largest number of
responses. Probably because this was the
location where participants had the most time.
The hub’s success is dependent on community
support. Its usefulness correlates to the volume
and quality of its contributions. This is especially
true during a hubs infancy. It would take an
invested community actively participating for the
hub to establish itself as a valuable community
resource. I feel this is highly unlikely. Though one
of the hubs is still live and will see what happens
over time...
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I had unreasonably high
expectations for a sideways
rolodex.

Making:
Its a platform for individuals to
publicly share and exchange
information that might otherwise
be unknown to the communiy.
The Share Board makes space
to gather resources and start
conversations.

Share Boards

[ Happy to Help

a tool for community
to share topics and
express interests

The board uses a system of cards held in
slots to guide participation Community
members add TOPIC CARDS in relation
to the board's subject. And add PERSON
CARDS to topics they feel aligned with.

Photoshop

outside of print area

outside of print area

[

outside of print area

Subject

topic

topic

topic

Julian
person

contact

Philip
person

person

topic

person

Briana
person

person

person

topic

person

contact

person

person

person

Example: Happy To Help
I’m interested in understanding who in my
community is willing to help with specific tasks.
So I write Happy To Help in the SUBJECT area of
the board and pin it up near the elevators.
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I then start to populate the board. Personally,
I’m happy to help with Photoshop. So, I write
Photoshop on a TOPIC CARD and place it in
an empty topic slot. I then write my name on a
PERSON CARD and place it in an empty person
slot below the Photoshop topic.
Later that day, Briana notices the board. They are
happy to help with Writing and Editing so they
add this TOPIC CARD and a PERSON CARD to
the board.

Writing +
Editing

Philip, like me, is happy to help with Photoshop.
So, they add a PERSON CARD under the
Photoshop topic. Also, they need a little help
editing a presentation so they reach out to Briana
who is listed as happy to help with writing and
editing.
As the community continues to add to the
board we get an idea of our dreams, who shares
them and how we can support eachother in our
pursuits.

person

contact

I set up the inital board in the
entrance to the grad studios.
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The subjects I selected for the board are Hope to
Learn, Practicing, and Happy To Help. If you’re
hoping to learn something, share it with your
community by adding the activity and your name
to the board. This share board helps identify
common interests and builds relationships
between those hoping to learn and happy to
help.

The Share Boards' design is
outward facing. It's contents
are almost entirely visible. The
community notices that the
board populates over time.
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There was a happy accident.
The hidden half of the contact
cards became an area for play
and a moment of discovery.

In the paper version of the board
the subject designations are left
up to the user.

The board's success isn’t a product of the
subjects I selected. It's the simplicity of
its participatory ask and strength of its
public facing display. Participants easily
understand how to use the board, its
information is digestible, and adding to the
board is as simple as filling out a card and
dropping it in a slot.
Because of its success, I developed a folded
paper version of this board to easily share
this platform with communities beyond
RISD.
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All I had to do to was to
accordion fold this sheet of
paper 33 times.
Each board took an average of
14 minutes to fold.
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Then I wrote some instructions.
If the order seems funny,
that's because its a trifold.
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I have new found admiration
for people good at writing
instructions.

My thesis exhibition was
all about the boards
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An invitation for gallery goers to share:
yucks, yums, wants, needs, insearch of,
selling, offering, and how I relax.

They were made available to
the public as takeaways

By the end of exhition the boards on
display were full of entires and all the free
Share Boards were gone.
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Share Board Reflection
I’m quite happy with how the Share Boards
turned out. Especially the folded versions. It
was refreshing to turn my attention towards
community building outside of the RISD bubble.
I successfully made a version of the board
that could be easily and cheaply implemented.
I’m thrilled that all 80 free Share Boards were
taken from the thesis exhibition. An elementary
school teacher told me how excited she was to
pin one up in her class

Share
Board

Sure, people love taking free stuff. But my hope
is that people who took boards see their value
and will put them to use. I set up a website for
folks to upload photos of their Share Boards
in the wild. We will see if anyone does. Fingers
Crossed.
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Where I feel the Share Boards fall a little short is
in their relationship to time. The amount of new
entries to the board in the grad studios slowed
after a month. The participants that primarily
added to the board after that were new to the
space. For the community members frequenting
the studio the board's novelty had worn off.
Likely, new cohorts entering the space will
pump some new life into the board. Changing
the board's topic is another way to keep it fresh.

I’ve worked alongside my
classmate Jenny Chen and
Professor Ayako Takase to create
two recurring MID social events:
A Community Values Workshop
and Resource Soup

Making:
Social Events

Event Considerations
Tone Setting

We worked to ensure that both events were
designed in a way that supports our aims
and avenues.

Design Considerations
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The design considerations for these events are
very similar to those of the artifacts I created.
We put care into making objects and events
to encourage respectful and meaningful
interactions, while incorporating moments of
discovery and play. We built in elements of
archiving and displaying information ensuring
that the content accessible after the events
comes to an end. And for the community values
workshop we fabricated materials that can be
adjusted, reused, and adapted.

We worked to create an inclusive environment
that provides a sense of psychological safety.
Sharing agendas and as much information about
the events ahead of time so that participants
knew what to expect and had time to gather
their thoughts. Incorporating different modalities
of participation including small group work,
turn taking, solo reflection time, and aspects
of anonymity to accommodate for the different
ways people feel comfortable sharing. Budgeting
extra time so the activities weren’t rushed. Ran
introductions and icebreakers to strengthen
group bonds. Built in valuable unstructured
time to create and reinforce connections. And
provided a bunch of yummy snacks. A must.

Opening a discursive space gives
others the opportunity to insert their
contents into the structure we have
built.
- Pablo Helguera

Event Considerations (Cont.)

Recurring Events
It’s important that these events are recurring,
not just one-offs. That way there are more
opportunities to gather as a community.
Creating things that last and establishing rituals
isn’t easy, especially during our last semester.
Thanks to administrative support, running
these social events is going to part of paid
graduate assistanship role in the future. The
community values workshop will run annually,
so that the values on display in the studio are a
representation of the current community. And
Resource Soup will run on a monthly basis.
Workshop artifacts and promotional posters will
help reinforce these rituals. We created a website
for the events that includes digital archives,
workshop instructions, and accompanying slide
decks. Setting a foundation that aids future
facilitators. In addition, I’m committed to working
with the facilitators of next year's workshop in the
fall in order to effectively pass the torch.

Share
Board
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Making:
The Community Values Workshop
is an opportunity to get together
with community members to talk
about our collective values, think
about how we currently practice
them, and ideate on new ways to
practice and support our values.
This workshop will be held
annually each fall in the
ID Department

Community
Values Workshop

Run of Show
The 2.5 hour workshop starts with an icebreaker
where participants share what they love about
the community and what they bring to it. Then
participatnts state the values they feel are
important to uphold in their community. As a
whole all the participants organize these stated
values and identify key values.
The workshop breaks into smaller groups. Each
group fleshes out one key value. They write a
clear definition for this value, articulate how the
community currently practices this value, ideates
on new ways the community might practice this
value, and considers barriers to practicing.
Then comes the an important step.
Lunch time.
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Next each group presents their key value to all
the participants. Following each presentation
there is room for discussion and an opportunity
for all attendees to add to each key value.
The workshop concludes with a closing group
discussion focused on themes and patterns from
the workshop. Participants will likely have similar
stated values, and many groups will identify the
same barriers to practicing. This is the time to dig
a little deeper.

Workshop Materials
The group work section of the workshop
requires worksheets. These worksheets should
be large enough for participants to view the
important information from afar. Although the
workshop can be run effectively using PostIts and large sheets of paper, considering the
design of the workshop materials allows for the
output to have larger impact.

Key Value
Related
Values
Key Value
Definition
Current Ways
We Practice
Key Value
New Ways
To Practice
Key Value
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Our initial worksheet materials were a
combination of cardboard, dry erase board, paper
and string. We used a hanger style system for the
section of the worksheet focused on current and
new ways to practice values, making it easy and
fun for participants to add to the boards.
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We later remade and framed these worksheets,
replacing the cardboard with felted letter board.
Now they are elegantly hanging in the entrance
way of the studio. Creating a reminder of the
community values and an invitation for people to
continue to add to the boards asynchronously.

The boards are designed so that they can easily
be cleared and resued for the following year's
Community Values Workshops.

Workshop Reflection
Out of everything I've made for my thesis,
my relationship with the community values
workshop is the most complicated. It’s the
project that’s been most time consuming. It’s the
project that most excited one of my advisors.
And it's the projects I feel most removed from. I
don’t feel qualified to comment on its value as a
workshop.
In part because when we were running the
workshop I was in full production improvisation
mode. 12 people RSVPed yes and 25 people
showed up. This shows how much our program
values community, but it made my role as a
facilitator way hectic.
The feedback we received was generally
positive. Students and teachers expressed
interest in repeating the workshop annually. At
the same time no one added hang tags to the
value boards asynchronously like we had hoped.
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An issue I have with the current format of
the workshop is that there isn’t time for
action planning. I’d love a section in which
the community chooses a few “new ways of
practicing values'' and works to implement
them. But a 2.5 hour workshop is already a lot
to ask of an overworked community so there
isn’t room to change much.

At times I felt alone in these community values.
As I said, this project was time consuming. The
workshop is quite involved, so writing clear
instructions for future facilitators was a challenge.
Also, I spent a few late nights by myself remaking
the community value boards.
When I finally hung the value boards in the
space, I began to understand their importance.
I was happy to bring teachers and students
together. To witness community in action. And to
help put our values on display.

A good conversation between five and
fifteen people needs 1.5 - 2 hours.
- adrienne maree brown

Making:
Resource Soup is an hour long low
pressure resourcing event. It’s a
space for community members to
safely ask and answer questions
that might not otherwise be
brought up.
It’s a great way to allow for
vulnerability while creating an
environment of psychological
safety. An activity that strengthens
community, especially when its
established as a recurring event.

Resource Soup

How To Run Resource Soup
Beforehand
Publicize the Event - A week out send an email
to the community inviting them to attend. Then
send a reminder email a few days before.
Buy snacks or make it a potluck. Food is a good
way to encourage participation and establish
comfort.

Day Of: Setup
All you need is paper, pens, and a bowl.
Also, a fully charged phone with Otter.AI if you
are going to record the event.

Community members anonymously write
down questions (or comments) and add
them to a bowl.*
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One question at a time is pulled out of the
bowl and read out loud. The group then
addresses that question in an open table
discussion. Sharing helpful answers and
providing support.

The ideal group size for this activity is around
6-11 people. This size is small enough to create
a certain level of intimacy and large enough
that people who don't want to share won't feel
pressured to. If there are more than 12 people
divide into two groups. That means a recording
device and bowl for each group.

* The fish bowl format for this workshop
was inspired by and adapted from Vrinda’s
stress sharing exercise (page 35)

Running the activity

Activity End

1.

1 hour mark- If all the questions are not
answered by the hour, check in with group
to see if they want to continuing answering
questions or end the session.

Form a small seated circle.

2. Have community members write questions

or thoughts on a piece of paper and place
them in the bowl. These are the thoughts or
questions that will be brought to the group
for response.
•
•
•

It's possible that not all the questions will
be adressed given time constraints

- make this clear.

If people don't want to write questions
that's totally cool.
As the session is running people are
welcome to add more questions to the
bowl.

3. Ask the group's consent to record. Inform

them that the content will be added to the
Resource Soup website. Place the phone in
the middle of a circle.

4. Pick a question out of the bowl and ask it
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to the group. The group then discusses that
question in an open format until they feel
ready to move on.

5. Pass that bowl and repeat step 4.

Send an email thanking people for their
participation and be sure to share the audio
with the group if you recorded the session.

Spice it Up!
Use dissolving paper (sold online). After each
question is answered, add the question to
the resource soup (a glass bowl full of water).
Using pens with bright colored ink will make
the soup cool colors.
This is where resource soup gets its name.

Soup Reflection
I can’t speak highly enough of resource
soup. It's the activity that best supports my
aims and anchors.
It’s easy to run, doesn’t require a facilitator, leads
to unexpected conversations, and creates a
sense of connection amongst the community.
Resource Soup leaves me feeling open and
energized.

Share
Board

At RISD
I hope I have done enough to ensure it will be
adopted as a recurring event. We ran it 3 times
during my thesis year. We worked to share it
with returning teachers and students so that
they expereince the magic and know how to
run the event. All this plus posters, archives and
instructions is hopefully enough to keep it alive.
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Outside of RISD
I look forward to running Resource Soups in
new spaces. I’m curious to see how the event
will be adopted in different environments. Can
it promote psychological safety in a corporate
settings? How will different groups will handle
sensitive and uncomfortable topics? Could there
be formatting issues revealed by its practice in
different spaces? Many things to learn. Exciting.

At the end of it all, even if we don’t see
the fruits of our labor, shouldn’t we be
able to say we loved and enjoyed each
other?
-Aisha Shillingford

Naptime

I've been reflecting on my
own areas of connection and
disconnection while completing
my thesis book.
What I feel most connected to at RISD is the
community. The teachers and students are
incredible. So talented. I’m inspired by their
commitment to their work and to one another.
What I’ve learned at RISD is from them. We’ve
become one another's creative and often
emotional supports. We are stress bonded. We
help each other when possible, but our ability
to be in community is limited by our heavy
individual workloads. Which gets me to my area
of disconnection.
I feel most disconnected from my own work. If
you’ve made it all the way through this book and
feel let down... I suppose I'm sorry.
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I’ve tried to circumvent this disconnect by:
centering my work around community, cocreating events with classmate Jenny Chen
and organizing weekly standup groups with my
cohort. Still I feel alone in my work. Coming from
a highly collaborative background, I often joke
that I didn’t come here for my thesis.

My thesis work feels unfinished. I tried to wrap
up this work as neatly as possible. Adding pretty
pink bows wherever I could. Creating artifacts
and events that support my aims of engaged
pedagogy and increased collaboration. I spent
time considering how to create lasting impacts
in a system where the majority of the community
is transient. I tried to make it easy on future
facilitators by writing clear operating instructions
for social events I developed. I built digital and
physical archives helping to create an accessible
institutional history. I installed Share Boards and
Community Value Boards in the studio space. And
hung a very cute framed poster reminding people
that Resource Soup takes place the first friday of
every month at 5pm.
This work focused on my immediate
surroundings. And at times I'd become too
focused on immediate results. Classic human
shortsightedness. I’d get down on myself when
an Experience Hub wouldn't grow for a week.
And felt disappointed when the Community Value
Boards weren’t added to asynchronously. I’m my
own worst critic. And this work feels unfinished
because it is.

My fiance reminded me that culture change
takes time, the shifts are incremental. And
you certainly can’t put pretty pink bows on it.

While I feel disconnected from my
making, I feel steadfast towards
my aims and anchors.
I truly believe that it’s possible for us to alter
RISD’s value system through horizontal
interventions grounded in collective care. What
I've made has and will continue to work towards
this goal. I was overjoyed (and overwhelmed) by
the 25 community value workshop attendees.
I take solace in knowing that teachers and
students share my interests in community and
collaboration and will continue this work.
During my interviews in the fall, a few community
members mentioned that a lounge in the studio
would be a great way to create connection. In
true RISD fashion our studio lacked a place
to take a break. There was no place to rest or
reflect or to meet while simultaneously being
comfortable. I decided to make the lounge my
pancake.
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The Interior Architecture studio (a floor above
Industrial Design) was comfy furniture rich. They
have 5 lounge chairs and 4 faux leather couches.
It makes sense that INTAR would have furniture.
Hoping for a little cross department love, I
reached out to see if they’d be willing to donate
anything. No such luck. Their administrative
coordinator told me that: “Unfortunately, with

approx 120 INTAR students also looking for a
cozy spot to perch (or lay down for a nap), they
would be sorely missed.” She was very friendly
and suggested I should talk to my department
head and maybe hold a fundraiser.
Next, Jenny and I applied for a grant through
the ID Health Fund. The ID Health Fund was
created to allow students in the Industrial Design
department access to small grants to facilitate
research and classwork clustered around issues
of health and wellness. The grants can be used
to buy services or supplies needed for the project
To our surprise our application was rejected. We
weren’t even awarded partial funding. Bummer.
The silver lining of these two rejections are that
they reaffirm my thesis. Departmental siloing
is a problem, and RISD on an institutional level
fails to provide adequate social and emotional
support.

The impact the lounge had on our community
was immediate. The day the rug went down a
class was held there. It became the lunch spot, a
small meeting space, and hub for activity or rest.
And like the couches in INTAR, a nap zone. I’ve
seen 3 students napping in the lounge at one
time.
Two questions that have continually come up in
this thesis exploration are - where do you find the
time, and whose responsibility is it? To me, it's
a matter of what our priorities are and how we
choose to practice them. We can create bottomup actions rooted in collective care. Even in
individualistic cultures, at RISD and beyond.

At the community level, the
support was overwhelming.
No funding? No problem!
Jenny and I worked with our Graduate
Department Head, Ayako Takase, to section
off space for the lounge by the windows. From
there the buildout was piecemeal. One student
donated two bean bag chairs. Another secured
a rug donation from a carpet company. A third
hung some monoprints on the wall. Magnetic
letters were added to a white board. Then potted
plants. A second hand chair. A couch. Our
community created a lounge.

It takes action and attention.
Also, taking breaks and the
occasional nap.
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